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Dear Stelvin,

I am characteristically thought to understand the wine?

I'd like to learn to be a thought as you - that's
very I'm going win to this

what you were

very that last afternoon

the. How much we think

but about the Prussianism

in all of us that we've got to fight.

Prussianism is opposite why

apparit materialism and
motherlain, just plain
selfishness - did it a profit
really return selfishness -
motherlain in one side - and
dearness, cleanliness and the
brotherhood of men in the other.
You're one of the few people I
know who have always fought
in the right side - and I want
you to know that if
I saw or anything in the
right side, you will be to
blame! There's nothing in
the game that serum anyway.
I mean, I wish there were...
Now am I known going in their charity - this Sir
always perhaps been too dependent on my friends -
and this more in a bad thing to have to listen
and make new ones. Now that Sir decided
you must his mother's important to the off -
I'll never tell fame low. But included her
paying her in the incorporating done will with
horribly - I'm glad of your defence. I hope
you're telling the truth and I appreciate you.
I credit you with honorable intentions not
to break on the rules but your misconduct
so many years it hard for you to reform -
Tell Ella she's in postcard - can
thanks brought you to a mental specialist?
be examined -
I wish I could see you write 150 -